“I have seen and
worked with Emotional
Intelligence across three
continents and more than
fifteen countries, and to
that end,I have witnessed
how fundamental it is to
have effective

LEADERSHIPTOPICS
Three current leadership topics are explored using the EQ-i
2.0 model. These optional topics can be selected depending
on organisational leadership issues. We’ve researched evolving
topics like conflict resolution and multi-generation workforces
to show the connection between EI and the challenges your
clients are dealing with every day.

leadership, and the
larger role it continues
to play in the success of
organisations.”
MARGARETA SJÖLUND,PHD.,
CHIEF PSYCHOLOGIST ANDFOUNDER,
KANDIDATA ASIA

Brian’s EQ-i 2.0 results

surprised him but due to the insights gained
from the EQ-i 2.0 assessment, he was able to use his EI strength (Interpersonal Relationships
and Decision Making) to create a development plan along with his coach, that helped
him reframe and better engage the EI elements with which he most often struggled withHappiness and Self-Actualisation. He decided to reach out and create a close professional
relationship with a senior researcher who works for him to serve as a mentor, helping to build
the specific content knowledge that Brian may have lacked. The action plan Brian derived
used his relative strengths while enhancing his lesser-engaged elements and moved him
efectively and quickly from insight to action.

LEADERSHIP
REPORT
Howisleadership
affected by EQ?

EI in Action: Leadership

Brian is a successful
41-year-old executive newly hired to a
consulting firm that works exclusively with
the United States Department of Defence.
Most of Brian’s direct reports are about
10 to 15 years his senior with advanced
degrees. Brian’s insecurities about his age,
lack of a post graduate degree and
inexperience with advanced research
projects have been a cause of great stress
since he’s started his new job. He’s been
waiting for his colleagues to call his b l u f
about how far in over his head he is and
this internal query has been playing on
a continuous loop within Brian’s head
hindering his ability to perform at his best.
Seeing the EQ-i 2.0 as an opportunity
to sharpen his self-awareness and
relationship building skills, Brian eagerly
engaged in the EI process.
seeback

For more information about the EQ-i 2.0® Full Suite of Reports, please call
0345 013 2538 or email us at mail@coachingdirectuk.com. TO DOWNLOAD
SAMPLE REPORTS, PLEASE VISIT info.mhs.com/eqireports

KEYFEATURES
In addition to features found in the Workplace Report (p. 15),
the Leadership Report also includes the following:

LEADERSHIP POTENTIALPAGE
This section provides you with a leadership lens through which
to view your client’s EQ-i 2.0 results. A leader who embodies
higher EI through the 4 key dimensions of leadership is more
likely to increase work satisfaction, create trust, and foster
organisational commitment and loyalty.
• If the Leadership Potential page is turned on, graphical icons
will appear on every subscale page linking the subscale to the
four leadership competencies.
• Leadership derailer section examines how low scores for
specific EI skills may hinder leadership success.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARYPAGE
View your client’s 3 highest and 3 lowest scoring EI subscales:
• Identify areas in which your client excels and helps fuel
organisational and personal performance.
• Flag skills in need of development in order to prioritise
strategies for growth.

SPECIFICAPPLICATIONS
FOR THIS REPORT ARE:

WHEN TO USE THE EQ-i 2.0 LEADERSHIP REPORT?
Every company has experienced instances where
a leader within the organisation shows strengths
in core competencies necessary for the role, but
may be exhibiting EI blind spots of which peers are
taking notice. Or, a company finds an employee that
exhibits great work ethic and is an emerging star
amongst his/her peers, while showing comparable
traits to leaders within the organisation. In both
scenarios, the Leadership Report can be used when
honing in on leadership development, executive

development and coaching, and developing high
potential leaders. The Leadership Report examines
results through four key dimensions: Authenticity,
Coaching, Insight, and Innovation. The report also
contains insights on the possible implications of
results, and which skills have the highest potential
of becoming leadership derailers. Strategies for
development will be provided with the aim to
attain true leadership potential, while being able to
compare results against top leaders as a benchmark.

LEADERSHIP REPORT

LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT

LEADERSHIPBAR
A gold leadership bar appears on the Overview of Results
page, and above all bar graphs on every subscale page. This
bar represents the range of scores of the top leaders (those
who EQ-i 2.0 scores were in the top 50% of the leader sample).
• Using this bar, your client can compare his or her results on the
EQ-i 2.0 to those exceptional leaders who demonstrate high EI.
• Focus development e f o r t s in areas where your client
scored lower than other leaders, in order to improve
leadership capabilities. This can be turned off if you do
not wish it.

LEADERSHIP REPORT

EXECUTIVE DEVELOPMENT AND
COACHING

DEVELOPING HIGH POTENTIALS

SENIOR LEVEL SELECTION AND
SUCCESSION PLANNING

